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Memorable Melody:

‘Celebrate Me Home’
Homesick during the holiday season,

Kenny Loggins penned this sentimental
song for his solo debut album, released in
1977, following years of success as one
half of a duo with Jim Messina. The words
“celebrate me home” were originally
intended as a placeholder, but his producer
encouraged him to keep them, even
making the phrase the name of the record.
The theme of celebrating with family, along
with the opening line of “Home for the
holidays, I believe I’ve missed each and
every face,” made the tune a modern-day
seasonal staple.

Very Peri 2022
Every year, the Pantone Color Institute

chooses a hue that they believe will be
popular and present in the coming year.
For this past year, that color was Very Peri,
a periwinkle blue with violet-red
undertones. Pantone hoped Very Peri, with
its blend of faithful, dependable blue and
energetic, excitable red, would enhance
creativity and support a lively attitude. This
is the first time that a new color was
created instead of choosing an already
existing color—reflecting a fresh optimism
Pantone believed the world needed. Do
you think this year was “Very Peri”? What
do you predict the 2023 Pantone Color of
the Year will be?

Hot Chocolate History
Warming up with a mug of hot chocolate

is a sweet and simple winter ritual. We
have the Indigenous peoples of Mexico and
Central America to thank for coming up
with the concept of grinding cocoa beans
into a rich, foamy beverage. The original
version was a lot different from what we
enjoy today, though; for starters, their drink
was served cold! But you can still raise a
toast to tradition by adding in a
complementary warmth with ground
cayenne pepper, one of the key ingredients
in Mexican hot chocolate.

Sleep on Your Side To Stay Sharp
Getting enough sleep is crucial for a

properly functioning brain, and scientists
say the position you sleep in is important,
too. Research has shown that snoozing on
your side allows the heart to beat more
efficiently, pumping cerebrospinal fluid
around the brain to filter out waste
chemicals that can otherwise lead to
cognitive conditions like Alzheimer’s or
Parkinson’s disease.

Office Hours
Monday - Friday 10am to 6pm
Saturday 10am to 3pm
Sunday Closed
Christmas Eve 9am to 12pm
December 26th 10am to 1pm

Happiness Is Key
“Keep smiling,

because life is a
beautiful thing and
there’s so much to
smile about.”
—Marilyn Monroe

All the Love
for Olives

High in
antioxidants and
healthy fats, olives
are a popular
addition to salads,
sandwiches and
snack boards.
Because of their rich
taste, just a handful
of olives is enough to
satisfy while still
providing health
benefits and limiting
salt intake.







1903: Orville and Wilbur Wright fly the first powered 
airplane. Although each brother flew for less than one 
minute near Kitty Hawk, N.C., the event signified the 
beginning of a new form of transportation.

1911: The South Pole is discovered! A team led by 
Norwegian explorer Roald Amundsen became the first 
people to reach the elusive South Pole.

1933: The 21st Amendment to the U.S. Constitution is 
ratified, ending the Prohibition era. It remains the only 
constitutional amendment to repeal a previous 
amendment. 

1946: Tide detergent, the first heavy-duty laundry soap 
in the U.S., hits the market.

1956: The Montgomery Bus Boycott ends, and 
integration of the Alabama city’s public bus system is 
implemented. The civil rights protest was spurred on by 
Rosa Parks refusing to give up her seat over a year 
earlier.

1967: The coldest game in NFL history is played in 
Wisconsin between the Green Bay Packers and the 
Dallas Cowboys. With a thermostat reading of
13 degrees below zero and a wind chill of minus 47, the 
referees weren’t even able to use their whistles, as the 
metal would freeze to their lips.

1980: Detective drama “Magnum, P.I.” debuts on 
television, making Tom Selleck—and his iconic 
mustache—a star.

2017: Astronauts on the International Space Station have 
the first pizza party in space.
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December 2022
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1
Send us your best
holiday decor
photos for a
chance to win a gift
card!

2 3
Stop by the Office
and Fill Out a Card
for a Veteran.
Cards Will Be
Delivered
December 19th

4 5 6 7
Wrap Up
Wednesday! Come
by the Great Room
to wrap gifts and
sip hot chocolate
by the fire!

8 9 Vendor Event 10
Shop Botetourt
Vendor Event
11am To 3pm.
Shop, see Santa,
have hot chocolate
and cookies!

11 12 13 14
Wrap Up
Wednesday! Come
by the Great Room
to wrap gifts and
sip hot chocolate
by the fire!

15 16 17Santa is riding
through RAD
around 10am in his
Mini Cooper sleigh!
Be on the lookout,
he might stop by
the Great Room!

18

Virtual Holiday
Decor Contest
Ends.

19

Virtual Holiday
Decor Contest
Winner
Announced!

20Wine & Cheese
in the Great Room
With Xfinity! We
Will Also Be Giving
Away a Fantastic
Prize! 5:30pm To
7:30pm

21
Wrap Up
Wednesday! Come
by the Great Room
to wrap gifts and
sip hot chocolate
by the fire!

22 23 24

Office Hours 9am
To 12pm.

Christmas 25 Christmas
(Observed)

26

Office Hours 10am
To 1pm

27 28 29 30 31


